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Abstract. A novel subspace learning algorithm based on nearest feature line and di-
rectional derivative gradient is proposed in this paper. The proposed algorithm combines
neighborhood discriminant nearest feature line analysis and directional derivative gradient
to extract the local discriminant features of the samples. Directional derivative gradient
gives some directional features of samples. Feature line can extract some discriminant
feature of samples. A discriminant power criterion based on nearest feature line is used
to find the most discriminant direction in this paper. The proposed algorithm aims to
extract some discriminant and directional features of samples. Some experiments are im-
plemented to evaluate the proposed algorithm and the experimental results demonstrate
the effectiveness of the proposed algorithm.
Keywords: Directional derivative gradient; Feature extraction; Nearest feature line.

1. Introduction. Over the past 20 years, biometric and related technologies have be-
come very popular in person authentication, computer vision and machine learning [1, 2,
3]. Many researches on biometric were based on image classification, so a lot of image
feature extraction algorithms were proposed. Principal Component Analysis (PCA) [4],
Linear Discriminant Analysis (LDA)[5] are some of most popular approaches. However,
PCA projects the original samples to a low dimensional space, which is spanned by the
eigenvectors associated with the largest eigenvalues of the covariance matrix of all sam-
ples. PCA is the optimal representation of the input samples in the sense of minimizing
the mean squared error. However, PCA is an unsupervised algorithm, which may lead
to a lower recognition accuracy. Linear subspace analysis (LDA) finds a transformation
matrix U that linearly maps high-dimensional sample x ∈ Rn to low-dimension data y by
y = UTx ∈ Rm, where n > m. LDA can calculate an optimal discriminant projection by
maximizing the ratio of the trace of the between-class scatter matrix to the trace of the
within-class scatter matrix. LDA takes consideration of the labels of the input samples
and improves the classification ability. However, LDA suffers from the small sample size
(SSS) problem. Some algorithms using the kernel trick are developed in recent years [6],
such as kernel principal component analysis (KPCA)[7, 8], kernel discriminant analysis
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(KDA) [9] and Locality Preserving Projection[10] used in many areas[11]. Researchers
have developed a series of KDA and related algorithms[12, 13, 14].

An alternative way to handle the above problem is to extract features from the face
image matrix directly. In resent years, several methods based on matrix are proposed, such
as Two-Dimensional Principal Component Analysis (2DPCA) [15] and Two-Dimensional
Linear Discriminant Analysis (2DLDA) [16]. 2DPCA and 2DLDA can extract the features
in a straightforward manner based on the image matrix projection. And these algorithms,
not only greatly reduce the computational complexity, but also enhance the recognition
effectiveness. Many works based on matrix were presented in these years [17].

The above algorithms are based on Euclidean Distance. Nearest feature line (NFL) [18]
is a classifier, proposed by Li in 1998, firstly. In particular, it performs better when only
limited samples are available for training. The basic idea underlying the NFL approach
is to use all the possible lines through every pair of feature vectors in the training set
to encode the feature space in terms of the ensemble characteristics and the geometric
relationship. As a simple yet effective algorithm, the NFL has shown its good performance
in face recognition, audio classification, image classification, and retrieval. The NFL
takes advantage of both the ensemble and the geometric features of samples for pattern
classification. Some improved algorithms were proposed in the recent years [19, 20].

While NFL has achieved reasonable performance in data classification, most existing
NFL-based algorithms just use the NFL metric for classification and not in the learning
phase. While classification can be enhanced by NFL to a certain extent, the learning
ability of existing subspace learning methods remains to be poor when the number of
training samples is limited. To address this issue, a number of enhanced subspace learning
algorithms based on the NFL metric have been proposed, recently. For example, Zheng et
al. proposed a Nearest Neighbour Line Nonparametric Discriminant Analysis (NFL-NDA)
[21] algorithm, Pang et al. presented a Nearest Feature Line-based Space (NFLS)[22]
method, Lu et al. proposed the Uncorrelated Discriminant Nearest Feature Line Analysis
(UDNFLA) [23], Yan et al. proposed the Neighborhood Discriminant Nearest Feature
Line Analysis (NDNFLA) [24] and some improve algorithms based on NFL [25].

However, the most subspace learning based image feature extraction algorithms only ex-
tract the statistical features of images and ignore the features of images as two-dimensional
signals. In this paper, a novel image feature extraction algorithm, named Directional Dis-
criminant Analysis (DDA), is proposed. Its effectiveness of the proposed method is verified
by some experiments on AR face database. The rest of the paper is organized as follows.
In section 2 introduces some preliminaries. In section 3, we give the presentation of the
proposed method. In section 4, the experiments are implemented to justify the superiority
of the proposed algorithm. And conclusions are made in section 5.

2. Preliminaries.

2.1. Directional Derivative Gradient. Given a signal f and a direction vector (sin θ, cos θ),
the first directional derivative [26] f

′

θ(r, c) of f in the direction θ can be treated as the
component of the gradient ∇f along the direction vector, that is,

f
′

θ(r, c) =
∂f

∂r
sin θ +

∂f

∂c
cos θ (1)

Then the points in Iα,β a digital line with slope α and intercept β. Given an α, the
digital lines with different β can cover the plane.
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2.2. Nearest feature line. Nearest feature line is a classifier [18]. It is first presented by
Stan Z. Li and Juwei Lu. Given a training samples set, X = {xn ∈ RM : n = 1, 2, · · · , N},
denote the class label of xi by l(xi), the training samples sharing the same class label
with xi by P (i) , and the training samples with different label with xi by R(i). NFL
generalizes each pair of prototype feature points belonging to the same class: {xm, xn}
by a linear function Lm,n, which is called the feature line. The line Lm,n is expressed by
the span Lm,n = sp(xm, xn). The query xi is projected onto Lm,n as a point xim.n. This
projection can be computed as

xim,n = xm + t(xn − xm) (2)

where t = [(xi − xn)(xm − xn)]/[(xm − xn)T (xm − xn)].
The Euclidean distance of xi and xim,n is termed as FL distance. The less the FL

distance is, the bigger probability that xi belongs to the same class as xm and xn is. Fig.
1 shows a sample of FL distance. In Fig. 1, the distance between yp and the feature
line Lm,n equals to the distance between yq and yp, where yp is the projection point of yq
to the feature line Lm,n.

Figure 1. Feature Line Distance

2.3. NDNFLA. Let’s introduce two definitions firstly.

Definition 2.1. Homogeneous neighborhoods: For a sample xi, its k nearest homogeneous
neighborhood N o

i is the set of k most similar data which are in the same class with xi.

Definition 2.2. Heterogeneous neighborhoods: For a sample xi, its k nearest Heteroge-
neous neighborhoods N e

i is the set of k most similar data which are not in the same class
with xi.

In NDNFLA approach, the optimization problem is as follows:

max J(W ) = (
N∑
i=1

1
NC2

|Ne
i |

∑
xm,xn∈Ne

i

∥∥W Txi −W Txim,n
∥∥2

−
N∑
i=1

1
NC2

|No
i |

∑
xm,xn∈No

i

∥∥W Txi −W Txim,n
∥∥2) (3)

Using matrix computation,
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N∑
i=1

1
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|Ne
i |
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i

∥∥W Txi −W Txim,n
∥∥2

=
N∑
i=1

1
NC2

|Ne
i |

∑
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i

tr[W T (xi − xim,n)(xi − xim,n)
T
W ]

= tr{W T
N∑
i=1

1
NC2

|Ne
i |

∑
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i

[(xi − xim,n)(xi − xim,n)
T

]W}

(4)

where tr denotes the trace of a matrix. Similar with the above,

N∑
i=1

1
NC2

|No
i |

∑
xm,xn∈No

i

∥∥W Txi −W Txim,n
∥∥2

= tr{W T
N∑
i=1

1
NC2

|No
i |

∑
xm,xn∈No

i

[(xi − xim,n)(xi − xim,n)
T

]W}
(5)

Then the problem becomes

max J(W ) = tr[W T (A−B)W ] (6)

where

A =
N∑
i=1

1

NC2

|Ne
i |

∑
xm,xn∈Ne

i

[(xi − xim,n)(xi − xim,n)
T

] (7)

B =
N∑
i=1

1

NC2

|No
i |

∑
xm,xn∈No

i

[(xi − xim,n)(xi − xim,n)
T

] (8)

A length constraint wTw = 1 is imposed on the proposed NDNFLA. Then, the optimal
projection W of NDNFLA can be obtained by solving the following eigenvalue problem.

(A−B)w = λw (9)

Let w1, w2, · · · , wq be the eigenvectors of formula(9) corresponding to the q largest eigen-
values ordered according to λ1 ≥ λ2 ≥ · · · ≥ λq. An M × q transformation ma-
trix W = [w1, w2, · · · , wq] can be obtained to project each sample M × 1 xi into a feature
vector q × 1 yi as follows:

yi = W Txi, i = 1, 2, · · · , N (10)

3. The proposed algorithm. In this paper, a Directional Discriminant Analysis (DDA)
is proposed to extract the directional features of the images. In DDA approach, the
directional features with a most discriminant direction are extracted based on directional
derivative gradient of images.

Firstly, discriminant power criterion based on NFL is proposed in this section. Let
X = {X1, X2, · · · , XN} ⊂ Rd1×d2 denote the prototype sample set. Xθ

i denotes the
directional derivative gradient of images Xi with the direction θ. Then transform the
matrix Xθ

i to a vector xθi ∈ RD, where D = d1×d2. Denote Xθ = {xθ1, xθ2, · · · , xθN} ⊂ RD.
Let li(θ) denote the number of FLs in the same class with xθi among its k nearest feature

lines in Xθ. Then, let L(θ) =
∑N

i=1 li(θ). At last, let

JDP (θ) =
L(θ)

k ∗N
(11)

According to the formula(11), it is clear that the bigger JDP (θ) is, the more discriminant
features are. So the most discriminant direction can be find by maximizing JDP .
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The main idea of the proposed feature extraction algorithm, is to extract the local
discriminant features from the most discriminant direction. The detailed procedure of
proposed method is as follows:

Training stage:
Step 1, using the discriminant power criterion based on NFL, find the most discriminant

direction θ0;
Step 2, perform the directional derivative gradient operator with direction θ0 to all the

prototype samples to get a new prototype samples set;
Step 3, apply NDNFLA to find the optimal transformation matrix W on the new

prototype samples set;
Step 4, Extract the features of prototype samples following formula(10).
Classification stage:
Step 1, perform the directional derivative gradient operator with direction θ0 to the

query sample;
Step 2, Extract the features of query following formula(10);
Step 3, Classify with NFL.

4. Experimental results. To evaluate the performance of the proposed algorithm, some
experiments are implemented on AR face database [27] and ORL face database [28]. In
the following, we assess the feasibility and performance of the proposed method for face
recognition with one sample problem. Comparative performance is carried out against
some popular face recognition algorithm such as the PCA, UDNFLA, NFLS, NDNFLA.
The following experiments are implemented on a PC with Athlon 2.5GHz CPU and 768MB
RAM and programmed in the MATLAB platform. For each database, five image samples
are selected randomly for training and the other samples are used for test. This procedure
will be performed ten times. The maximum average recognition rate (MARR) will be used
to evaluate the performance of different algorithms. In the following experiments, NN is
the classifier for classfication.

4.1. Experimental results on AR face database. AR face database was created
by Aleix Martinez and Robert Benavente in the Computer Vision Center (CVC) at the
U.A.B. It contains over 4,000 color images corresponding to 126 people’s faces (70 men
and 56 women). Images feature frontal view faces with different illumination conditions,
facial expressions, and occlusions (sun glasses and scarf). The pictures were taken at
the CVC under strictly controlled conditions. Each person participated in two sessions,
separated by two weeks (14 days) time. The same pictures were taken in both sessions. In
the following experiments, only nonoccluded images of 120 people in AR face database are
selected. Five images per person are randomly selected for training and the other images
are for testing. This system also runs 20 times. Some samples of AR face database are
shown in Fig. 2. Table 1 tabulates MARRs of these algorithms on AR face database.
Clearly, MARR of the proposed algorithm is higher than other approaches.

4.2. Experimental results on ORL face database. The ORL face database contains
400 face images, 10 different face images per person for 40 individuals. Some face images
are captured at different times . There are facial expressions (open or closed eyes, smiling
or non-smiling) and facial details (glass or no glasses). These face images are taken with a
tolerance for some tilting and rotation of the face up to 20 . All face images are gray with
256 levels and size of 112 92. Yale face database contains 165 images of 15 individuals
(each person has 11 different images). These images are under variations with following
facial expressions or configurations: center-light, with glasses, happy, left-light, without
glasses, normal, right-light, sad, sleepy, surprised and wink. All images are gray with 256
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Figure 2. Some samples of AR face database

Table 1. MARR of different algorithms on AR face database

Algorithms MARR Feature dimension

fisherface 0.9481 120
PCA+NN 0.7604 120
PCA+NFL 0.8521 190
UDNFLA 0.9353 120

NFLS 0.9126 190
NDNFLA 0.9690 150

Proposed algorithm 0.9735 130

levels and size of 100 100 pixels. Fig. 3 gives some examples in ORL face database.

Figure 3. Some samples of AR face database

Table 2 tabulates MARRs of these algorithms on AR face database. The MARR of the
proposed algorithm is higher than those of PCA+NN, PCA+NFL

5. Conclusions. In this paper, a novel image feature extraction algorithm, called Di-
rectional Discriminant Analysis is proposed. DDA is based on the directional derivative
gradient and nearest feature line. It can find the optimal direction adaptively to ex-
tract the most discriminant directions based on NFL. The experimental results on ORL
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Table 2. MARR of different algorithms on ORL face database

Algorithms MARR Feature dimension

fisherface 0.9361 130
PCA+NN 0.8872 120
PCA+NFL 0.8893 180
UDNFLA 0.9217 110

NFLS 0.9082 120
NDNFLA 0.9438 120

Proposed algorithm 0.9560 140

face database and AR face database show the effectiveness of the proposed algorithm.
The MARR of the proposed algorithm is higher that those of PCA, UDNFLA, NFLS,
NDNFLA.
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